A novel automated strategy for screening cryptic telomeric rearrangements in children with idiopathic mental retardation.
Cryptic unbalanced subtelomeric rearrangements are known to cause a significant proportion of idiopathic mental retardation in childhood. Because of the limited sensitivity of routine analyses, the cytogenetic detection of such rearrangements requires molecular techniques, namely FISH and comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH). An alternative approach consists in using genetic markers to detect segmental aneusomy. Here, we describe a new strategy based upon automated fluorescent genotyping to search for non mendelian segregation of telomeric microsatellites. A total of 29 individuals belonging to 24 unrelated families were screened and three abnormal patterns of segregation were detected (two rearrangements and one parental disomy). This study gives strong support to the view that cryptic telomeric rearrangements significantly contribute to idiopathic mental retardation and demonstrates that fluorescent genotyping is a very sensitive and cost-effective method to detect deletions, duplications and uniparental disomies.